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I met a man outside of eden
Begging for change with a sign in his hand
He had some dogs that he was feedin'
And a snow white dove
He said they all deserve attention
As I deserve some attention from you
My love for them is an extension
Of a higher love

His brother man said we should disown you
You put a strain on our mercy
You have abused the kindness shown you
With your wasteful way
The man replied there's no one living
Who cannot help someone weaker
They too are blessed who do the giving
That is why I say

I'd rather light one candle
Than curse the night
Share what I have
With all in sight
If you don't mind, tell me
What else is kindness for

Makestraight the road, make still the water
For all the life that will follow
In hot pursuit of higher order
While the sun still shines
As we once were, they're only sleeping
Wrapped up in great expectations
Their hopes and dreams are in our keeping
And all their grand designs

I'd rather light one candle
Than curse the night
Share what I have
With all in sight
No love is ever wasted
No kindness is too small
There's time to do it all
If you don't mind, tell me
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If you ain't blind, tell me
What else is kindness for

To feed the hungry, to heal the sick
Whatever moves you, just take your pick
To help the many, to help the few
There ain't no telling what we can do
To make a difference, however slight
If it helps just one soul, then that's alright
To chase the devil right out the door
What else what else is kindness for

To stop the fighting before it starts
To break the boundaries between our hearts
For all god's creatures, not just for some
Make them a home in the world to come
To fall from heaven like a gentle rain
To free the whole wide world from fear and pain
To banish cruelty forevermore
What else what else is kindness for

Join in if you care
Lend your voices to this prayer
What else is kindness for
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